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Every now and then, beings that do nothing, are nothing, and indeed, are only a
cancer  upon  the  face  of  the  planet,  come  into  my  mailbox  and  YT  channel,
threatening  me with  whatever  the  fuck,  who knows what.  Over  the  time it  has
became immaculately boring. You just see this and it becomes extremely boring.

My videos have been attacked by jews. mailbox, even online. I made this post to
highlight to see the sheer hatred they have for people. Also, infiltrators have made
mimicry accounts of legitimate people, in order to shit-post on my videos. This is no
different than how other insignificant lifeforms have nothing better to do than to
spend hours attacking "me" online, writing crap, and passing judgement with their
small and scrawny fingers and brains. 

All of the above is entirely funny. These jewish crapsters of course have three main
problems above the lines: The fact that we exist, the fact we curse the shit out of
them (this is the most fearful thing, so they preach against the RTR's to save their
ratty race) and the fact that we advance.

All these are a problem that the jewish mind cannot fathom really. I notice this on a
lot of jewish infiltrators here, the RTR's actually scare them, and they are the first
element  anymore  they  try  to  put  doubt  in  the  mind  of  people  with.  This  is  no
different than a pest trying to turn you against the pesticide you're using to kill it.

Since these 'hard judges' are either kids, or jews, they never of course do anything
to back up or follow up with what they say. I know there are a few people to whom I
have aroused hate over the years. I have received their threats, their e-mails, and
also their massive congregations where they say they are going to curse me. I am
still here? Where are your angels and your 'god' altogether? However the retaliation
I leave upon the Gods, simply because, I don't have time to waste on irrelevant
zero's roaming this planet. 

No real Satanist should waste their time on these attention seeking crapsters, not
even to fight them (Unless necessary to save other people from their deceit): stay
focus on their mother-root which is the jew. When this is ripped out, all this trash is
going to collapse at once on the floor. 

Lastly, one thing to remember, and every warrior of Satan needs to remember, is
that Satan trashes and destroys people who destroy (or attempt to destroy) the
unity  of  his  own  people.  They  do  not  survive  this  process,  even  if  it's  done
involuntarily. A lot of people hate and have jealousy, but this is only a disease for it
rarely if ever is constructive. I don't see a legitimate reason for a Gentile to hate
another advancing Gentile, it's only jewish reasons that would get any Gentiles to
turn  one  another.  As  it  has  always  been  in  history,  agitations  of  the  jews.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724025007/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic19951.html#p102575


Below I will show you some very revealing stuff, which show that the jews always
try to instill the same lie and blame their enemies of being jewish. They wish they
had this Cohen gene really… But it is never the case. As people know, when we
cracked on the jews with the Rituals in Solstice, many jews have went insane most
probably, as it's safe to assume these 'incidents' were only the tip of the iceberg.
This manifested itself into crackdowns on jews that attempted to roam these groups
too.  

What we do has cracked on the jewish soul like a fucking coconut, straight on their
head. The jews are so universally hated,  they actually  try to steer this extreme
hatred towards their  enemies by calling them jews.  This  is indeed funny and it
should  cause diabolical  laughter  to  the people  who have revealed  them to  the
world. Their time is going to up in the near future.

I have saved and will show you some videos to see and understand how the Jewish
Race works and operates. One threatened to "Come and gun us down and kill us",
and that they "have a gang filled with weapons". Of course the jews when they lose
it they resort to terror. This rat later deleted the videos, but I downloaded them all
when it did the mistake.

Another  jewish  example  is  a  random  Iranian  Jew  on  Youtube,  which  if  you
remember his face, looked like a rabbi (even worse) and suddenly when the ritual
happened, cracked in two and started going full batshit on me especially, and trying
to drag members into his nonsense. He later cracked on with his recent videos,
saying humanity must die, and that they do living blood sacrifice. Prior to this, this
person was in heavy angelic magick. In other words, nothing can change the jew.
The jew may pretend for sometime to be something else, but they crack open like a
coconut by means such as the RTR's. 

All infiltrators have cracked and had a tantrum over the RTR's, especially those who
are jewish. They know the energy is piling up and when the objective is carried to
it's fulfilment, their own blood kin and blood comrades will say Kansas Bye Bye so
to say. It's normal for them to panic, and let them panic. 

However it goes down guys, the RTR's are going to ruin these rats if we keep doing
them, which everyone should. Spam them, save them, archive them, who knows?
Even pass them down to other generations. This is exactly what the jews never
wanted to happen. But it has happened.

I notice even from my YT channel, the jews are panicking. They are all ganging up
in the same time, with the same comments, and saying the same things, as if they
were bots really. It's funny to see the jews panic, but well, it is really nothing on
either of us anymore. This phenomenon has went GLOBAL. It's only a matter of
TIME before they are judged for their heinous crimes.

Lastly I  want to close this message with a comment from a jew in my Youtube
Channel, so you can see how they brag about killing Gentiles and having made
civilizations go extinct.



*Image Missing*

Yuh it is, but dat comment isn't? Amirite?

*Image Missing*

Another nonsensical jewish tantrum here. Everyone that ever opposed the jew is a
jew!!1!1! FACT!!!

We are fighting the gravediggers of humanity themselves…

THIS IS WHAT JEWISH CULTURE IS ABOUT: KILLING US AND MAKING US GO
EXTINCT!
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 how the scared rat tries to say that they are not a race. Which is a new lie they
conjured lately to save their ass from extinction. Bcz stupid Goyeem can't figure out
the Rabbis  practice Eugenics  with  their  own to  breed superior  goblins  into  this
world… But then it goes over to how this 'race that isn't a race' has killed on a basis
of racial warfare other people on the planet…

*Image Missing*

This kike wasn't even clever. He goes on to call us "HEATHEN GENTILES" (ie that
he is a kike himself and we are the heathen gentiles) and then proceed to promote
Rabbinical Crap as a viable solution of solving the problem of his own (((people))).
This is typical stupidity here. "HEATHEN GENTILES!!! (oy veh)"



But unfortunately for them:
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- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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